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DEEP-SEATED is an experimental art project which takes as a starting point the 
psychoanalytic promotion of the ‘talking cure’. Something that psychoanalyst and 
essayist Adam Phillips said in conversation resonates throughout the project: “In 
your mind you’re mad... whereas in conversation things can be metabolised and 
digested through someone else.” 

DEEP-DEATED is split into 3 public events in 3 cities at 3 art venues: Limerick, 
? + ? For each conversation there will be approximately 5-8 participants. James 
Merrigan will ‘loosely’ chair each conversation around the themes: orgy of scary 
(Limerick); orgy of talk (TBC); orgy of naughty (TBC).

For each conversation each participant will briefly describe an artist, an artwork, 
an everyday object, thing or feeling that is a source of influence, fetishisation 
or frustration in their art or life. Analysis and critique of described personas, 
artworks, things and feelings will be drawn out by the group of participants and 
audience in an open forum. Each participant will be asked to read a text that 
contextualises each conversation before each event.

Depending on availability, some of the participants will be asked to be present at 2 
or 3 of the events to create a sense of continuity and the potential for elaboration 
on the previously ‘unsaid’ in the tradition of psychoanalysis. 

Although the theories and language of psychoanalysis undergird DEEP-
SEATED this project is, above all else, a conversation around art. For Merrigan 
psychoanalysis is all about activating deep discourse and relationships between 
people + people, subjects + subjects. Psychoanalysis clings to other subjects like 
a symptom; it corrupts and challenges interpretation and insight; it seduces with 
its imagistic and linguistic base; it sees pathology in everything and anything. 
Art is invariably perverse and base through the psychoanalytic lens—but also 
revealingly and fundamentally human. 

This is a chance to discuss and listen to art being discussed through an alternative 
discursive lens, one that can be seductive and fun.

Acting as documentation and an elaboration of what was discussed during the 
public talks, a booklet of confessional texts under the working title Madder Lake 
will be launched at Halloween 2016.

James Merrigan
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Texts taken from ANIMAL SHELTER Series by Semiotext(e); Book 1 + Book 3


